With improvements in laser power and beam quality control technology, the adaptive filtering and control methods for wavefront prediction and correction, and precise pointing laser beams to compensate for the atmospheric turbulence, thermal blooming, platform vibration, target motion and sensor noise degrade the performance of the optical link of laser to target [1] . We should investigate the characteristics of the groundspace and ground-airspace optical links to learn how to improve the efficiency of laser's irradiation on the target. The atmospheric aberrations on the propagation path are studied for different kinds of laser [2] through different simplified models and some integrated influences of atmospheric propagation are ignored. All studied on this have shown abounding results; however, the simplification of simulation models could not evaluate the efficiency of laser's irradiation on the target accurately.
With improvements in laser power and beam quality control technology, the adaptive filtering and control methods for wavefront prediction and correction, and precise pointing laser beams to compensate for the atmospheric turbulence, thermal blooming, platform vibration, target motion and sensor noise degrade the performance of the optical link of laser to target [1] . We should investigate the characteristics of the groundspace and ground-airspace optical links to learn how to improve the efficiency of laser's irradiation on the target. The atmospheric aberrations on the propagation path are studied for different kinds of laser [2] through different simplified models and some integrated influences of atmospheric propagation are ignored. All studied on this have shown abounding results; however, the simplification of simulation models could not evaluate the efficiency of laser's irradiation on the target accurately.
It is well known that the efficiency of laser's irradiation on the target is influenced by the integrated effects of atmospheric aberration, atmospheric turbulence, thermal blooming, random jitter of laser's intensity and phase, speed of wind, direction of wind, absorption and scattering of air, kinetic cooling of CO 2 and N 2 , speed of target, output power and beam quality of laser, wavelength and launch altitude of laser. We will investigate all these influencing parameters to accurately simulate the transmission loss of the laser's energy, concentration of laser's power and other beam quality parameters of the laser propagating to the dynamic target, and we will also evaluate the efficiency of laser's irradiation on the target more accurately based on the optical link of ground to airspace [3, 4] . We used the CO 2 laser with a wavelength is 10.6 µm. It is well known that the CO 2 laser is the ideal source to be used in the laser propulsion. The system of laser propulsion deals with the influences of atmospheric propagation characteristics on ground-based laser system, the light craft of relay system and the target of macrosatellite [5] . Under proper conditions, the CO 2 laser beam may cause kinetic cooling, which occurs as a transient condition when the CO 2 absorption in the atmosphere is significant. According to Smith [6] , as the CO 2 molecule absorbs radiation in going from the (1000) state to (0001) state, energy is absorbed from the vibrational (1000) level. Consequently, (1000) is no longer in thermal equilibrium and the state is repopulated quickly by taking energy out of the translational energy reservoir. This process results in an immediate drop in temperature. Ultimately, the energy in the (0001) state is distributed into the first vibrational state of nitrogen. The excited nitrogen atoms decay slowly through any of the available routes, so that for some modest period of time, the effect of the laser is to cool the gas.
Here we investigate the integrated influences of atmospheric aberration on absorption of vapor, CO 2 , aerosol, etc., atmospheric turbulence, thermal bloom, random jitter of laser's intensity and phase, altitude of laser's launch system, speed and direction of wind, speed of target, focus of laser launch system and the kinetic cooling of CO 2 and N 2 on the transmission path where P rel is the relative atmospheric pressure, T rel is the relative temperature with respect to standard temperature and pressure (STP), T is the temperature at some altitude, and n 0 is the index of refraction at STP.
The phase aberration on the propagation step length ∆z is given as
The propagation link over water area is ignored and the influence of humidity is slightly than 1%. The refractive index is the function of wavelength of l, temperature T and pressure P [2] : ( ) 
The temperature T and pressure P are decided by altitude. The unit of l is µm, and T 0 is the temperature at sea level. At standard pressure and at sea level, T 0 = 288.15 K, and P 0 = 1.01325×10 5 Pa, h a = 11 km, h b = 22 km, and ∆ 1 = -6.5 K/km. All the parameters of atmosphere on propagation length are based on US Standard Atmosphere 1976.
Given the altitude, the code will calculate the temperature, pressure, index of refraction and absorption of the atmosphere. The absorption of N and CO 2 is broken out separately to enable the effects of kinetic cooling to be included. The effect may be important if the beam is crossing through the air very rapidly. The effect may reduce or reverse the thermal defocusing of the atmosphere. The user may also explicitly define the atmospheric parameters rather than using the values calculated using GLAD.
The attenuation effects of the atmosphere as well as the phase perturbations due to temperature change in the air are included. The relative rate at which the beam crosses through the air due to wind and beam steering may be specified. The phase change causes the beam to change its degree of convergence, direction and amount of aberration. The code will test for excessive growth of the beam within the bounds of the computer array and automatically rescales and recenters the beam as required. of laser. The numerical solutions show the influences of atmospheric link to the beam quality and the efficiency of laser's irradiation on the dynamic target at airspace.
We used GLAD software for simulation [7] . The atmospheric aberration is described by Kolmogorov spectral distribution. The jitter of laser is simulated by the random tilt and phase. It is assumed that scattering plays a negligible role. In simple form, the temperature rise ∆T due to absorption is calculated as
where a is the loss coefficient due to absorption by water vapor, CO 2 , and other components of the atmosphere, r is the density of atmosphere, I(t) is the intensity of laser, C is the absolute specific heat, and t is the irradiation time.
The spatial shifts ∆x(t) and ∆y(t) are defined as For sufficient short intervals of ∆z along the optical path, the slant range does not vary significantly and the velocity components may be considered constant over that interval. As shown above, the temperature is based on the time integration of the beam moving in atmosphere. We may disregard the times sufficiently far back that no part of the beam overlaps the position of interest. The number of sample array is N and the sample space is ∆x, the relationship of speed n with time t trans for the atmosphere to sweep past the beam due to the combined effects of beam steering and wind is shown as:
The temperature rise can be rewritten as
The heating of the atmosphere causes the gas to expand at constant pressure. The expansion takes place at the rate of the sound propagation in the air. As the volume increases, the density drops proportionally. The equation for index change is given by where s is a kinetic cooling factor. The complete equation of temperature rise including kinetic cooling is
The integral over time may be accomplished by performing a moving average over the irradiance distribution. For general components, this requires an interpolation step across matrix lines which are numerically noisy. When kinetic cooling is negligible, a particularly smooth way to do this is to calculate the moving average by integrating in the frequency domain.
The peak intensity of laser is 500 W/cm 2 and three different conditions are investigated here. The first condition is to ignore the kinetic cooling of CO 2 and N 2 , the second condition is to consider the kinetic cooling on the last 2 km propagation path, the third condition is to consider the kinetic cooling on the whole propagation path. The Strehl ratio, RMS of wavefront, peak intensity and the power on target of the three conditions are shown in Table 1 . The Strehl ratio shows the characteristics of the high-power laser at far field. The peak intensity and power show the characteristics of the high-power laser at near field. Figure 2 shows spatial distributions of the high-power laser's intensity at near field for different propagation lengths of 0 and 2 km. The original laser is the standard Gaussian beam at 0 km as shown in Fig. 2(a) . It is seen that the thermal blooming of atmosphere would be remarkable if the kinetic cooling effect is ignored as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The kinetic cooling effect of CO 2 and N 2 would weaken the thermal blooming of atmosphere as shown in Fig. 2(c) . Table 1 shows that the numerical results are very close for ignoring kinetic cooling and considering kinetic cooling only for the last 2 km of propagation path. 
km, the temperature is 281.65 K, the pressure is 0.89875e5 Pa, the relative temperature is 0.977, the relative pressure is 0.887, the refractive index is 1.000248, the beam radius of laser is 25 cm, the distance between the laser system and target in the air base is 4 km, the atmospheric coherent length for 4 km propagation path is 10 cm. The propagation path of laser is separated by 40 steps and the atmospheric coherent length for every step of length is 3/5 10 40 92 cm r = × = . The absorption coefficient of aerosol is 4.365×10 -3 /km, the absorption coefficient of vapor is 1.0×10 -3 /km, and the absorption coefficient of CO 2 is 3.0×10 The Strehl ratio is used to evaluate the beam quality and it is convenient to use a modified version of the ratio of the center of the far-field intensity with aberration to the far-field intensity with no aberrations. 
The evaluations of beam quality and action efficiency of high-power laser focus on the power in bucket on the target of far field. The discrepancy of maximum phase of the adjacent sample gridding is less than p, therefore, the sample spacing should satisfy following relationship:
The propagation step of ∆z should satisfy the relationship of ∆z < 4D∆x/l. The magnitude of ∆x ∆x is 10 -3
-10 -2 m and the magnitude of ∆z is 10 2 -10 4 m. Here, the ∆x is 2.5 cm and ∆z is 1 km.
Since a typical value for the nitrogen decay time constant is that the spatial distribution of laser's intensity is more concentrated and the peak intensity is higher for the influence of kinetic cooling of CO 2 and N 2 ; therefore, the efficiency of laser's irradiation is higher. It should be noted that the loss of energy propagation to the target is changeless for these three different conditions. Figures 5 and 6 show the Strehl ratio and RMS of wavefront and peak intensity, respectively, on the target, which change with the original intensity launching from the laser system for two different conditions of the kinetic cooling on the last 2 km of propagation path and on the whole propagation link. It is observed that the beam quality and the efficiency of laser's irradiation on the dynamic target are more perfect when the kinetic cooling of atmosphere is considered. The consideration of kinetic cooling effect of atmosphere makes the evaluation of interaction efficiency of laser and target clearer.
The peak intensity of laser is 1000 W/cm 2 and the kinetic cooling of CO 2 and N 2 is considered on the whole propagation link.
Influences of kinetic cooling of the first 2 km on the propagation path are remarkable for the beam quality (Strehl's ratio and RMS of wavefront) and efficiency of irradiation (peak intensity and power) on the dynamic target. It should be considered for the higher absorption coefficient of atmosphere. The kinetic parameter s is higher for the higher 2 CO a and thermal bloom on the first 2 km of propagation path is weakened. As highpower laser propagates to the target, 2 CO a becomes lower; therefore, the kinetic cooling becomes weaker and could not weaken the thermal blooming of atmosphere. Figure 3 shows the spatial distribution of laser intensity on the target corresponding to three different simulation conditions. Figure 4 shows the peak intensity and the real focus of the laser on the propagation link. It should be observed that the position of the real focus will change for the kinetic cooling of CO 2 and N 2 on the optical link and the evaluation of the laser's irradiation efficiency will be influenced. Figure 3 shows Figures 9 and 10 show the peak intensity and real focus of laser on the optical propagation link for different speeds of target. It is observed that the peak intensity is higher for higher speed of target and the real focus is closer to the geometric focus for the higher speed of target. As explained above, the higher speed of target influences the net speed n c and changes ∆T, which is decided by thermal blooming of atmosphere. The influenced thermal blooming on the propagation link would change the refractive coefficient and change the real focus of the high power laser, therefore, the efficiency of laser's irradiation is improved. Figures 11 and 12 show the Strehl ratio and RMS of wavefront and peak intensity, respectively, of laser irradiation on the flying target. It is observed that the beam quality and efficiency of laser's irradiation come to steady state and do not improve remarkably when the speed of target is higher than 330 m/s, as 330 m/s is the speed of expanding air for thermal blooming of atmosphere; therefore, the optical link balances slightly when the speed of target reaches the sonic speed and the ground to airspace system works well.
The peak intensity of laser is 1000 W/cm 2 and the kinetic cooling of CO 2 and N 2 is considered on the whole propagation link. The speed of target is 100 m/s.
Figures 13 and 14 show power distribution and spatial distribution of laser's intensity at near field on the target, the peak intensity and real focus of laser on the optical propagation link for different speeds of wind. It is observed that the higher speed of wind improves the beam quality and efficiency of laser's irradiation For complicated atmospheric aberration, the direction of wind changes on the optical propagation link. The change in the direction of wind weakens the atmospheric aberration and improves the beam quality, which correspond to higher Strehl's ratio, lower RMS of wavefront and higher laser intensity irradiation on the dynamic target. Figures 17 and 18 show the contrast of two different conditions. It is observed that the simulation results are in agreement with the theory. Changes in the direction of wind improve the efficiency of laser's irradiation.
on the target. The real focus is closer to geometric focus for higher speed of wind. These perfect results are explained Eqs. (3) to (6) . The higher speed of wind influences the net speed n c and changes ∆T, which is decided by thermal blooming of atmosphere. The influenced thermal blooming on the propagation link changes the refractive coefficient and the real focus of the high power laser; therefore, the efficiency of laser's irradiation is improved. Figures 15 and 16 show the Strehl ratio and RMS of wavefront and peak intensity, respectively, of laser propagation to the flying target. It is observed that the higher speed of wind corresponds to higher beam quality and more concentrated energy on the target, which means the higher efficiency of laser's irradiation. In conclusion, we simulate integrated effects of atmospheric aberration, atmospheric turbulence, thermal blooming, random jitter of laser's intensity and phase, speed of wind, direction of wind, absorption of air, kinetic cooling of CO 2 and N 2 , speed of target, output power and beam quality of laser, wavelength, focus length and the launch altitude of laser to accurately simulate the transmission loss of the laser's energy, concentration of laser's power and other beam quality parameters of the laser propagating to the dynamic target, and we evaluate the efficiency of laser's irradiation on the target more accurately for the optical link of ground-to-airspace. We investigate the influences of characteristics of dynamic parameters (Strehl's ratio, RMS of wavefront, spatial distribution of intensity on the target, the real focus on the optical link and the peak intensity along the propagation path) including speed of wind, direction of wind, speed of target and the kinetic cooling effect of air, especially. We conclude that the higher speed of wind and target weakens the thermal blooming of atmosphere and improves the beam quality and efficiency of laser's irradiation on the target. The kinetic cooling effect of air is more remarkable to improve the beam quality irradiating on the target at the initial part of the propagation path of the laser. The change in the direction of the wind weakens the atmospheric aberration and results in better beam
